IV D SUPER SAPIENS' STORYTELLING SOCIETY
As we enter the third decade of the 3rd millennium of the Modern Era, human kind is presented with
a choice of two possible futures:
Worst Case Scenario: our cancerous civilisational mindset of pursuing growth for growth's sake
destroys life on the only planet in the observable universe capable of producing and sustaining this
most incredible of all cosmic phenomena, thereby destroying all sentient life in our universe and as
a result (ref. “quantum observer principle”) our universe itself.
Best Case Scenario: we evolve and enterprise in a way which allows sentient species such as
octopi, apes, dolphins, etc. to evolve and communicate with us, then together we use remote
controlled drones to explore the furthest limits of all time, space and information our universe is
made of – until our universe runs out of energy and contracts back to the beginning of the
spacetime continuum, restarting reality via a new Big Bang – all the time preparing for the super
exciting prospect of encountering and engaging with alien life forms in other parts of our cosmos.
Staggered Evolutionary Principle (SEP)
Our IV D Sapiens' Society is founded on the principle that all human beings belong to one of four
distinct evolutionary groups – their struggle for dominance has shaped all human history:
Homo Sapiens / Parasites – destructive, self-centred human beings which take more than they
give back to the natural environment which allows them to exist in the first place
Helio Sapiens / Patrons – eco-aware, balanced human beings which give as much as they take
from the natural environment which allows them to exist in the first place
Hyper Sapiens / Pilgrims – creative, cultured human beings which give more than they take from
the natural environment which allows them to exist in the first place (artists, scientists, inventors...)
Wholo Sapiens / Philosophers – human beings who advance our understanding of the larger
picture of reality, helping our minds evolve and expand to grasp the answers to the most important
questions posed by our universe (“philosophy” from the Greek “love of knowledge & knowing”).
Our 4D Super Sapiens' Storytelling Society meets in order to discuss and debate the history of our
universe, then decide what steps need to be taken to meet our Prime Directive:
Nurture the Evolution of Intelligent Life in the Observable Universe (NEILOU)
At present, it appears human kind is being led by self-centred and self-destructive ethos which are
threatening the survival of life on the only planet in the observable universe where life exists – this
absolutely cannot be allowed to happen. Protecting, Nurturing & Advancing the qualitative
evolution of sentient species on our home planet is the aim of our 4D SSS Society.
YOUtopia VS WEtopia – Our overall aim is to establish a global Wetopia – an anarchic, selfgoverning civilisation which uses intelligent machines to provide for all our material & biological
needs, while we human kind explore the universe for the intellectual and emotional benefit of all
living beings in our universe.
4D Sapiens' Society MOTTO = We human beings are the most intelligent, and therefore the most
powerful beings in the observable universe – the only ones we know of in the whole wide world
capable of creating countless languages (scientific, literary, visual, audio, etc) with which to
storytell our experience of being alive in this most incredible of all possible universes.
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With great power comes great responsibility – it is the sacred duty of every human being to nurture
all life forms possible in their lifetimes and learn all the information available at any one place and
time about our universe and our place in it.
Love & Learning – The point of life is to evolve – change by improving how it functions within its
natural environment – by learning all there is to learn about the world we live in. Love is the
essential understanding of how wonderful it is to be allowed to live and evolve in the first place - as
long as our universe continues existing and expanding, it is up to us to expand our knowledge with
it in order to advance the cause of cosmic evolution for the good of all living beings in the universe,
now and for as long as it continues to exist.
It is our destiny, as the most powerful beings in the universe, to prepare for all foreseeable
challenges the cosmos can present us with so we can carry on being decent and dutiful custodians
of life on Planet Earth – the only one in the whole, wide world we have found so far capable of
sustaining the most precious phenomenon in the universe – life itself.
Any threat to the existence of life in our universe and/or the existence of the universe itself must be
neutralised – even if that threat is found to be a perversely destructive entity such as a virus or a
supremely violent species of animal – including our own sibling Homo Sapiens species... By
evolving to dominate and lead to the extinction of self-destructive species of animal life in our
universe we can creatively and constructively nurture the evolution of intelligent life in our cosmos.
IV D SUPER SAPIENS' STORYTELLING SOCIETY
We meet to discuss and enjoy any source of knowledge (scientific resources, art works, cultural
artefacts, etc.) which can help us evolve as guardians of life in our galaxy and far, far beyond.
Just as there are four dimensions of the spacetime continuum which allows us to exist and
experience reality, there are four dimensions of communication which allow us to direct the course
of our own evolution and that of intelligent life in our universe (as found thus far):
1 / Discussion – free exchange of information
2 / Debate – structured, competitive exchange of information
3 / Decision – motions leading to actions based on discussion and debate
4 / Divining – assessing the effectiveness of our actions and delighting in the experience of being
alive and in charge of all evolution as the most intelligent living beings in the observable universe
Our Library of resources includes: Fiction Books, Non-Fiction Books, Movies, Music and Dramas
We aim to unpick the mythical metaphors contained in key works of universal cultural heritage:
Infinity & Immortality / Love & Life
Buddha, Christ, Diogenes & Mohammed today... Neurotheology contextualised
The Matrix movies / Star Wars movies / Dune books & movies / Space Odyssey books & movies
Dead Poets Society movie & Linguistics as an art
Word War III & Beyond
The Art of Counting, Calculating & Computing Blessings
Theories of Utopia VS Wetopia & the Alchemy of Anarchy
The Wisdom of Woods and Waters
IV D Super Sapiens' Storytelling Society 2050 AIMS & OBJECTIVES – set up a network of 4D
SSS Societies all over the world... take over Warsaw's Palace of Culture & Science, turning it into
a vertical farm... Establish a global network of Capital Cities of Culture, Power & Peace
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